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SMEs have been at the center of the Covid-19
pandemic
Share of total employment in the most adversely affected sectors by firm size (%)



SMEs represent close to 75% of
all jobs in the most affected
sectors, compared to 50-60% in
the total business economy



SME cash reserves are limited.
50% of small business have
less than 15 days in buffer cash



SMEs have lower access to digital
technologies. A survey from Japan
shows that one in two large
firms use teleworking, but one
in five/ten SMEs do

Source: OECD Annual National Accounts and Structural Business Statistics databases, OECD calculations, 15 April 2020
Note: Employment data from 2017 and 2018.
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The impact on SMEs has been significant
From over 100
surveys world-wide:
70-80% of SMEs
experienced a
serious drop in
revenue/sales
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At the depth of the crisis,
50% of SMEs feared being
out of business in 3 months

Canada CFIB Business Barometer
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Numerous SMEs closed down, although
bankruptcy rates did not increase (yet)…
Number of bankruptcies, 2006Q1-2020Q2
(2007 = 100)

Business closures in the US

…but are expected to increase in Q4 2020 and 2021 by 16-17%
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Start-up rates collapsed, but have started
to rise again
Decline in business formations
March April 2020
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Monthly creation of new
businesses in France
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Monitoring SME policy responses in 60 countries:
policies followed a similar sequence…
3

1
Health
measures and
information

Enhancing access to
credit for SMEs (e.g.
loans, guarantees...)
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2
Gradual shift from
crisis management
and rescue policies…
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5 Structural Policies (e.g.
acceleration of
digitalisation;
internationalisation, etc.)

Deferral of payments
and (temporary)
redundancies

Provision of grants
… to structural policies to
and wage subsidies foster business dynamism,
competitiveness and resilience
over the longer term.
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Structural
policies

Labour
Financial
related
instruments Deferral measures schemes

…but vary in use…
Measures for self-employed
Wage subsidies
(Partial) redundancies
Debt moratorium
Rent /utilities
Social security and pension contributions

Value Added Tax (VAT)
Income / corporate tax
Equity instruments
Grants and subsidies
Direct lending to SMEs
Loan guarantees
Training and redeployment
Innovation
Teleworking / digitalisation
Access to new markets
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Upper middle income
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…and intensity
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Effectiveness policies to shield SMEs
• To best shield SME from the negative impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic:
– Which policy measures have best supported SMEs,
both financial and non-financial?
– What schemes have proved useful to preserve jobs?
– Are one-off subsidies for active SMEs measures that
proved efficient?
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Strengthening SME e-sales
– How can the government incentivize local SMEs to
move online?
• infrastructure, broadband
• training, advice
• access to finance
• safety, digital payments, trust
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Strengthening SME digital skills
• How can the digital skills of SMEs be supported
(e.g. e-learning program)?
–
–
–
–

Mentoring, advice
Financial incentives
Management skills
Vocational training supply
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Supporting imports and exports
•
•
•
•
•

Easing procedures PPE etc
Trade facilitation
Expansion export credits
Virtual trade missions
Reshoring
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Supporting domestic trade and demand
•
•
•
•

Fast track and simplified procurement
Reduce late payments
VAT reductions
Recovery vouchers
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Agencies
• Important role agencies in SME policy delivery, differs by policy type
• The number of OECD countries with SME agencies decreased and is
limited (Costa Rica, Israel, Japan, Turkey, United States) – although the
number of SME banks grew (France, UK)
– One stop shops
– Mainstreaming of an SME perspective

• Role SME agencies:
–
–
–
–

Financial support
Advice, mentoring
Coordination, strategic plan
SME testing and consultations
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Policies faced similar challenges
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Rapid delivery
Reaching (all) those who need it
Accountability





Affordability
Avoid over indebtedness SMEs
Avoid Zombies





Resilience
From liquidity to structural support
Building Back Better
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Next phase shows more differentiation in SME
policy response
•
•
•
•
•

Second wave response
Go Green and Digital
Skills offensive
More targeted liquidity/wage support
Demand stimulus
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Conclusion
• Despite some rising optimism, SMEs remain
vulnerable and continue to need liquidity support
• Increasing need for structural policies that support
recovery and resilience: Build Back Better
• Entrepreneurship for recovery
• Maintaining a clear SME focus is important
• SME agencies essential for delivery
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Don't miss our other latest policy responses to the COVID-19 crisis
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o

SME Policy Responses (6th edition, 15 July)

o

Culture shocked: COVID-19 and the cultural and creative sectors (7 September)

o

Social economy and the COVID-19 crisis: current and future roles (30 July)

o

Cities policy responses (3rd edition, 7 July)

o

Tourism Policy Responses (4th edition, 2 June. Also available in French and Italian.

o

The territorial impact of COVID-19: managing the crisis across levels of government)
(2nd edition, 16 June)

o

Implications of Coronavirus crisis for Rural Development (16 June)

o

Capacity for remote working can affect lockdown costs differently across places (2
June) Also available in French & German

o

From pandemic to recovery: Local employment and economic development (27 April)

o

Italian regional SME policy responses (22 April)
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Thank you
 Stephan.Raes@oecd.org

